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Abstract

Jacquard weaving provides the opportunity to design complex pictorial and

other patterning effects 

From the combination of warp and weft colors and /weaves.  In the traditional

fabric design process, the resultant visual perception of the design, using diffe-

rent colored yarns, can be attained only through the production of actual physi-

cal fabric sample, and this is every time consuming process. No truly accurate

digital color methodology is yet available to assist designers in the initial deve-

lopment of product samples. Currently, there is very poor correlation between

the color that is shown on the screen and the actual weave structure. 

On The following research we back to the nature as a main source of colors by

using digital photos of several nature sources such as water, grass, clouds,

sunrise, and sunset…..ECT. 

And by analyzing colors for this natural sources by the computer processes to

implement color data base to be reference for  the designer helping him to

select warp and weft colors also the mix between warp and weft from several

color verities and use the correct weaves to rich this color.

Experimental work:

The researchers select some patterns from nature sources to be an example

for the application directed to jacquard upholstery fabrics.                 

Colors selection:

- Select warp colors.

To select warp color from the data base established by the computer process-

ses designer should select (X) parameters based on the weaving technique

used for producing the upholstery fabric the number of warp colors should

match with the fabric specification and according to the weave construction.

Also the designer should specify the percentage of warp color appearance on

the fabric buy presenting suggested specification to implement the correct

fabric simulation in the warp direction.   

- Select weft colors.

To select weft color from the data base established by the computer processes

designer should select (Y) parameters based on the weaving technique used

for producing the upholstery fabric the number of weft colors should match
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with the fabric specification and according to the weave

construction. Also the designer should specify the percen-

tage of weft color appearance on the fabric buy presenting

suggested specification to implement the correct fabric

simulation in the weft direction. 

Applications on some upholstery design samples:

Researches have selected 1 upholstery fabric design patt-

tern and implement the results of natural colors data base

which generated by computer processes selecting warp /

weft colors also selecting weave construction and applica-

tion methods [decorative regular warp and weft]  

Produced on jacquard loom. 

Jacquard weaving:

Selected patterns from nature: 

• Sources of cool colors:

- Sky Clouds.

- Water Ice.

- Grass.

- Colors selection mechanism:

• Analyzing colors :

- Clouds:       

Following tables analyses for the clouds color sources 

Table 1 Table 2  Table 3

- Table 1 computer color analyses for Fig 1.

- Table 2 computer color analyses for Fig 2.

- Table 3 computer color analyses for Fig 3.
Figure 3

Figure 2

Figure 1
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• Sources of warm colors:

- Sand & Stones.

- Stones:      

Following tables analyses for the Stones color sources 

Table 4                             Table 5

- Table 4 computer color analyses for Fig 4.

- Table 5 computer color analyses for Fig 5.

Figure 5

Figure 4

Figure 6
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• Foliage:

- Foliage:   

Following tables analyses for the Foliage color sources 

Table 6 Table 7 Table 8

- Table 6 computer color analyses for Fig 7.

- Table 7 computer color analyses for Fig 8.

- Table 8 computer color analyses for Fig 9.

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9
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• Sources of multi colors:

- Flowers.

- Fruits & Vegetables.

- Trees shrubs.

- Trees :   

Following tables analyses for the Trees color sources 

Table 9 Table 10 Table 11

- Table 9 computer color analyses for Fig 10.

- Table 10 computer color analyses for Fig 11.

- Table 11 computer color analyses for Fig 12.

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12



• Colors varieties :

As per the basic low of color theory there was 3 basic

colors which this colors is the main base for all graded

colors this colors are:

- Cyan. [C]

- Magenta. [M]

- Yellow. [Y]

This 3 colors share on color cube which is virtual grading

system using white and Black for brightness or darkness

color value.

This graded colors implemented on (X) and (Y) axis 

according to the selected axis from the color cube.

Brightness should be controlled on both (X) and (Y) axis

according to the percentage of  white and black. (Table 12)

• Color Mix according to the basic low of color theory:

According to the basic low of color theory there was gra-

ded colors created on each slide of color cube based on

the selected axis primary colors from the basic 3 colors -

each time there was 1 color on each axe and by using

white and black we can control brightness and darkens

according the percentage of each of them and this can

control the color hue. (Table 13).   

Table 12 Table 13
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• Colors selection:

- Select warp colors.

To select warp color from the data base established by

the computer processes designer should select (X) 

parameters based on the weaving technique used for 

producing the upholstery fabric the number of warp colors

should match with the fabric specification and according

to the weave construction. Also the designer should 

specify the percentage of warp color appearance on the

fabric buy presenting suggested specification to imple-

ment the correct fabric simulation in the warp direction.   

- Select weft colors.

To select weft color from the data base established by the

computer processes designer should select (Y) parame-

ters based on the weaving technique used for producing

the upholstery fabric the number of weft colors should

match with the fabric specification and according to the

weave construction. Also the designer should specify the

percentage of weft color appearance on the fabric buy

presenting suggested specification to implement the 

correct fabric simulation in the weft direction.   

• Arranging color plan:

- Specifying weave constructions.

- Rolls of color mix between warp & weft.

- Constants [Fixed constants]

- Alternatives.

• Applications on some upholstery design samples:

Researches have selected 1 upholstery fabric design patt-

tern and implement the results of natural colors data base

which generated by computer processes selecting warp /

weft colors also selecting weave construction and applica-

tion methods [decorative regular warp and weft]  

Produced on jacquard loom..  

Following some practice for using natural colors data base:

Clouds:

Table 14

Figure 13

Weave construction

- Weft Satin 5.

- Weft Satin 5+1Mark

- Weft Satin 5+2Marks

- Warp Satin 5

- Plain 1/1
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- Stones: - Trees:

Table 16

Figure 15

Weave construction

- Weft Satin 5.

- Weft Satin 5+1Mark

- Weft Satin 5+2Marks

- Warp Satin 5

- Plain 1/1

Table 15

Figure 13

Weave construction

- Weft Satin 5.

- Weft Satin 5+1Mark

- Weft Satin 5+2Marks

- Warp Satin 5

- Plain 1/1
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- Foliage: • Result and Discussions:

1- The researchers established computer analyzing 

technique to analyze colors from natural sources.

2- Based on this technique they can present color data 

base for some natural items which can use in all 

product design fields.

3- Color data base implemented to use on upholstery

fabric design giving the designer unlimited source 

of colors.

4- Based on color plan presented on this research we 

transferred the selecting of warp and weft color using 

(X) and (Y) axis and selecting visual color blind ratio 

based on weave construction. (As a virtual selection)

5- The research can be applied in textile design education

as basic step before using Cad/Cam systems.
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Table 17

Figure 16

Weave construction

- Weft Satin 5.

- Weft Satin 5+1Mark

- Weft Satin 5+2Marks

- Warp Satin 5

- Plain 1/1




